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1,661 votes (9.53%)

MY CHOICE

Entrepreneur, Community Advocate, and US Veteran

Candidate has provided information.

Thank candidate for sharing their information on Voter's Edge.

My Top 3 Priorities
Champion community participation in local boards and commissions

Collaborate on solutions to address homelessness and food insecurity

Address sprawl, traffic congestion, and car pollution via infill projects and mass transit

Experience

Biography

I and two older siblings were reared by my mother in Columbia, South Carolina.  Though we lived in poverty, we were rich with
respect, love, Southern manners, and accountability.  Along with the accountability, I gained a work ethic that led to me having
jobs in restaurants, a retail store, and a bank while in high school.  Combined with accountability and work ethic was a sense of
service that my mom demonstrated despite us not having much ourselves.

After navigating through many challenges as a youth, I left for the University of Tennessee-Knoxville.  After a brief stay in
Tennessee, accompanied with valuable new life lessons, I left school and enlisted in the US Air Force.  I spent 6.5 years in the
US Air Force before getting an honorable discharge.

My time in the Air Force was full of laud and recognition from my performance as an Airman along with many valuable
experiences serving the community.  Whether it was coaching competitive AAU basketball, substitute teaching, being an
assistant coach at a high school, officiating high school football, or coaching on the base basketball team, I frequently used my
time and talent to help others and engage primarily with youth.

Following the Air Force, I moved to Fort Collins, Colorado where my commitment to community continued.  I served on the
Larimer County Urban Growth Area Review Board and the City of Fort Collins Human Relations Commission.  In January of
2000, I served as the keynote speaker for the annual City of Fort Collins MLK March and Celebration.  After nearly four years in
Colorado, I moved to work at HP in Roseville.

Since moving here in 2001, I've consistently given my time and talent to the community while also building my career.  I now
seek to leverage that talent to further serve the community and to improve the local Democratic Party.

Political Beliefs
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Political Philosophy

I'm seeking to be on the Placer County Democratic Central Committee to help expand the voices being heard, lives benefited,
and leaders driving change. In my personal and professional journey, I've seen the staunchest of conservatives become the
most liberal of liberals. And the most liberal of liberals attack those of like-mind in hopes of getting their way or having a
victory. Thus despite, being a life-long Democrat, I'm informed to query the vexing and misinformed thinking of everyday
people and relentlessly hold leaders accountable for their behaviors. All with a focus of seeing the choices as bad versus the
people.
  I'm a firm believer that people always come before ideology. Candidates or policies must be inclusive and intersectional.
Policies should be challenged that theoretically advocate for the poor but excludes women, ethnic minorities, any religion,
people with disabilities, or LGBTQ. Likewise, any candidate who finds their politics too nuanced to openly advocate for those
marginalized groups should be doubted. 
My commitment to community can be seen in my past and current work which has been consistent since my days in the US Air
Force up until today. I serve on the Board of the Placer Food Bank which works to sustain communities of Placer, El Dorado, and
Nevada counties by nourishing families experiencing food insecurity. I also serve on the Board of the Roseville Police Activities
League which enriches the lives of Roseville youth by building positive relationships between youth, police officers, and the
community.
  During my 20 years with Hewlett Packard, I led the Hewlett Packard Black Employee Network, was President of Kaseberg
Elementary PTO, served youth and families via Sacramento NAACP as well as organizing NAACP's HipHop at the Capitol, sat on
the Board of MLK365 which puts on annual Sacramento MLK March and Celebration, and sat on Boards and Commissions in
Fort Collins and Larimer County, Colorado.
  As successful as our party has been in outmaneuvering the other party, I believe we can further our success by standing up to
our own blind spots to stand up for the future of the Democratic Party by unapologetically fighting against the trauma and
policies that arise from white supremacy, patriarchy, the abuse of labor, and the exploitation of our natural resources. This
future will be largely lead by our youth and I intend to embolden their leadership.

Candidate Contact Info

Email - lamillsgadem6@gmail.com
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